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Readers call the ARISEN series:"Wall to wall adrenaline - edge of your seat unputdownable until the
very last page" ... "staggeringly good - the most consistently excellent franchise in zombie literature"
... "the best post-apocalyptic military fiction there is" ... "one badass unstoppable bullet train ride" ...
"moves like an avalanche" ... "edge of the seat, nail biting, page turning mayhem" ... "had me
holding my breath more times than I could count" ... "THE BOSS of the zombie apocalypse genre"
... "The pace and action are breathtaking" ... "the most amazing and intense battle scenes
you&apos;ve ever experienced" ... "rolls along like an out of control freight train" ... "left me shaking
at the last page" ... "insane propulsive storytelling" ... "They grab you on the first page and kick your
ass through the entire series..."Â Over a quarter of a million ARISEN books sold and still
climbing...ARISENBook One - Fortress BritainWhen the Zombie Apocalypse came, one country had
shut down its borders in response to a major terrorist attack. Now Fortress Britain is the last bastion
of the living - with 50 million beleaguered survivors facing down a world of 7 billion animated
corpses.And when civilization fell, one international team of supremely elite special operators was
being assembled for a nearly impossible mission, deployed out of the SAS barracks at Hereford.
Supremely trained and armed, always the most skilled, resolved, and unstoppable amongst us, now
the commandos of Alpha team are humanity&apos;s last best hope for survival. Searching through
the detritus of fallen Europe, scavenging pharmaceutical labs for clues to a vaccine that might bring
humanity back from the brink, now they are tasked with one last desperate operation.They must
cross the Atlantic aboard the world&apos;s only remaining supercarrier, insert by air into the very
middle of a dead continent, and then fight their way on foot through a city of 3 million ravening dead
guys. But these Zulus will not be like any zombies they have ever fought before...ARISENHope
Never Dies.
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There are a ton of zombie novels on the market, many of which are of unimaginative and/or
predictable. The Arisen series is a smart, clever, fast-paced thrill ride that takes the reader inside an
elite military team that may be mankind's last, best hope to finding a vaccine against the zombie
virus. Despite their specialized skill set, the members of this team are also clearly depicted as
flawed human beings who are more than one-dimensional killing machines. You get to know them
as people who are dealing with all the same doubts and fears as the rest of the remaining living
humans except they've made the choice to sacrifice their personal issues to dive headlong into the
fray so mankind may have hope. Truly riveting. If you enjoy the zombie genre but are tired of one
dimensional stories and characters, give this series a try. You won't be disappointed.

I like a good zombie romp and this book has action in spades. As another reviewer commented, the
zombie fighting is a bit slower in the second half of the story but it serves as a nice setup to the
following book. The "Suicide Squad" flavor of their frantic early missions make up for any lag in my
opinion, and the authors take the time to develop the characters more than is usually seen, with the
exception of Ali. I hope we find out more about her story in the second book, since she is one of my
favorite characters despite her air of mystery.

The detail and plausibility of the whole Zombie scenario laid out in this series is definitely a cut
above the majority of Zombie books. The Characters are nicely varied and there seems to be a lot
more substance in this more cosmopolitan take on the genre. Within two pages I could tell this book
was written by British Authors so some might find the style of writing a little different from the
American. Personally I love the UK style. For those wondering about sequels, the books seem to
get better from here. I'm so glad to have found another source of genuinely good writing I just wish

the authors would hurry up and put out the next book in the series.

This is an astonishingly well-researched and highly plausible novel about a viral infection causing a
global "Zombie Apocalypse". The writing is quite good and engaging - full of action scenes that had
me frantically reaching out for the "Next Page" button on my Kindle. The level of realism in this
novel is what really sets it apart - the authors just seem to get everything right down to the finest
details. I can't wait for the next installment!

Written almost totally from the SpecOps perspective, this story rocks! ALMOST as well written and
riveting as DJ Molles' Remaining series, I really enjoyed the read and will be purchasing Mogadishu
of the Dead as soon as I post this.Get it. Read it. You'll love it!

The FN zombie is such a devastating concept that it has me tied in logic knots. This is a great
addition to the genre. Well written and edited, I eagerly await book two.

Fortress Britain is a thrilling ride full of non-stop action. As the last bastion of human survival,
Fortress Britain has walled itself off and is trying to protect as many people as it can. Team Alpha is
a team of special operators tasked with rescuing humanity's last hope of survival. The characters
are interesting and the story is fascinating. This is a worthy entry into the Zombie fiction genre. Do
yourself a favor and read it and the rest of the series, it doesn't disappoint.

For $2.99, I was expecting a so-so story with lots of typos. What I got was a new series at the top of
my favorites list! I'm not on book 3 and have found no glaringly obvious typos that so many other
cheap Kindle books have. The first book sucked me in very quickly. The pace was great, and there
was just the right amount of suspense before someone died. I was surprised at some of the
characters that died, too. The Morningstar Strain has been the military focused zombie series
against which I measure other books. This series is just as good!This first book was very good, but
the second book is what puts this series at the top of my favorites list. There was so much tension
throughout the book that I read almost the whole thing in one sitting!
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